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FullerFlavour Blues fan Karl Fuller with his weekly 
take on Town from the terraces

twitter: @fullerflavour email: tff25@hotmail.co.uk 

“ But now we’ve got to 
go again and it’s crucial 
that some permanent 
signings are made so 
that in the summer

IT IS not very often that I feel ok after a 
Town defeat but the 2-1 loss at Aston 
Villa on Saturday had that many 
positives about it that although it was a 
shame to lose, it took a piece of quality 

to win the game by Villa and of course, it 
was no disgrace to lose away at a Premier 
League club. 

Well done Villa and more so, well done 
Town too. With so many changes to our 
starting line-up, you’d never have known for 
much of the game – onwards and upwards as 
they say.

With the loss of DJ Campbell, Danny 
Higginbotham and Bilel Mohsni following 
loan spells, we are now at a critical stage of 
the season again where Mick McCarthy has 
got to use more of his magic to bolster the 
squad. The additions of Patrick Kisnorbo, 
Aaron McLean and David McGoldrick are 
fine by me with the latter one that I have 
been keeping an eye on for most of the 
season, given the number of goals he scored 
at Coventry. 

Earlier in the season, we all feared what 
our long-term plans might be and feared 
equally as much about the short-term plan 
too. Loan signings were a last throw of the 
dice by Paul Jewell and to an extent, they 
did the trick – thanks to McCarthy.  But now 
we’ve got to go again and it’s crucial that 
some permanent signings are made so that 
in the summer, we can build on hopefully a 

good second-half of this season rather than 
having to lay foundations of a squad all over 
again.

We are, of course, desperately hoping that 
Campbell returns permanently but Town 
converting loans into permanent signings is a 
rarity in itself – so don’t hold your breath. In 
fact, of the 118 loanees that Town have ever 
had, only 18 have ever been converted into 
permanent players. 

It had me looking at a best XI put together 
by the club in this respect but it’s difficult as 
you’ll see. In goal, would be our first-ever 
loanee back in 1974 that was Paul Cooper and 
it’s fair to say that he went on to have a very 
distinguished career – perhaps the best of all 
the converted loans.  

Finding a full defence was impossible as 
we’ve converted only three loanee defenders. 
Obvious choices would include the ex-
Tottenham pair of Jamie Clapham and Jason 
Cundy, as well as scorer of a free-kick against 

Oxford United that almost kept us in the old 
first division in 1985/86, Ian Atkins. You 
literally cannot find another defender that 
started on loan to complete a back four and 
maybe Kisnorbo will be the missing piece of the 
defensive jigsaw?

In midfield, there is more choice and top of 
the list for me would be Jim Magilton, closely 
followed by Martijn Reuser – both instrumental 
in our play-off success in 2000. I would also 
include the loanee Jimmy Bullard (not the 
permanent one of course) who went on to win 
the Supporters’ Player of the Year just two 
seasons ago.  

To finalise my midfield, I would include Gary 
Roberts, whose loan spell was sadly not 
replicated upon receiving a permanent 
contract. For my two strikers, I would select 
Shefki Kuqi, who had not one but two loan 
spells sandwiching a permanent spell. He really 
fought for every cause whilst wearing the shirt 
and with him, I would have Jon Stead who 
again, gave everything for the team and, in my 
opinion, was unfortunate to be let go under Roy 
Keane.

So, there we have my XI (well, ten) for now.
 I mentioned Jason Cundy who was  a 

loanee in 1996 and only our third loanee after 
Cooper back in 1974 which shows how rarely 
the loan system was used for such a long time. 
Atkins was one of the other two in between 
Cooper and Cundy, whilst Alan Sunderland was 
the other.  

First-ever loanee possibly 
turned out to be the best! THIS month sees the 18th anniversary of the 

day that Town finally won at Liverpool for 
the first time.  
Never mind all the great sides that Sir Bobby 
Robson took to Anfield and could never win. 
Arise the wonderful team of George Burley 
that got relegated in 1994/95. 
It is with much regret that I missed this 
famous win as between January and March, 
Town had a run of away games that all 
turned out to be pretty calamitous result-
wise apart from that game. Due to personal 
commitments, I had to miss one away game 
and chose the Liverpool one thinking that as 
we never won there, it would be the best 
one not to travel to.  
Instead, I had the pleasure of seeing us lose 
2-1 at Wrexham in the FA Cup – us a Premier 
League side when they were in League Two 
and then I saw us lose 4-1 at Blackburn, 
Arsenal and Sheffield Wednesday as well as 
being at Old Trafford for that 9-0 game. 
Twenty-one goals conceded in those four 
games as well as an embarrassing cup 
defeat yet we won at Liverpool! I felt even 
worse when I switched Grandstand on at 
5pm and the cameras were live at Anfield 
firmly fixed on the Town fans celebrating and 
right in the middle of the screen were my 
four friends who had travelled without me!

The day we finally 
won at Anfield –
and I missed it!

POSITIVE OUTLOOK: 
Town fans ponder 
another FA Cup exit 
in the third round at 
Villa Park
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